Premier Ship Models Announces Collaboration with New Suppliers and
Manufacturers

Melbourne, Victoria, February 02, 2018: Leading retailer of exquisite ship building kits and accurate readymade ship models, Premier Ship Models,
announced that it has partnered with new suppliers and manufacturers. This is another step in the company’s attempt to provide only the best quality
and most accurate ship models and kits for its customers.
Among the company’s new partners are Mini Mamoli, Model Shipways, Old Modern Handicrafts, Panart, SDL Imports and Sergal. These partners
have been specifically chosen for their excellence in creating realistic and accurate models and kits. For instance, Mini Mamoli is known for its highly
detailed, authentically scaled and high quality kits that are easy to build, while Old Modern Handicrafts has made a name for itself with its 100% hand
built models that are based on extensive research.
SDL Imports is a family business, catering to the UK nautical giftware market. The brand aims to provide high quality products at competitive prices.
SDL also provides a unique range of traditional ships and drawings of shipwrecks for collectors around the globe, obsessed with the nautical theme.
Sergal and Panart are both part of the Italian giant Mantua Models, known worldwide for their elaborately designed ship model kits. They are
pioneers of laser cutting technology in this field, being one of the first to use this technology to produce model kits with accurate designs for
experienced modelers.
In appreciation of the quality of products and services offered by Premier Ship Models, one of its delighted clients recently remarked, “I thank you for
all the photos, and as I have believed from the start of the project, you have produced a remarkable model.”
Premier Ship Models is bringing all these well-known brands under one roof, while also running a limited period discount programme. The details of
the discounts on model ships and model building kits are available on the company’s website, www.premiershipmodels.com.au. The models on sale
include classic, historic, modern ships, as well as wooden yacht model kits and vessels. Their easy and user friendly online store make purchasing of
all ship building kits and wooden models very convenient. The kits have been classified according to manufacturer and level of difficulty, while the
details also mention all the parts included.
With delivery options all over the world and the widest choice of model ships and kits to choose from, the company is dedicated to offering only the
highest quality products through very convenient online order placements. The team is committed to offering personalised help for anyone requiring
assistance with anything related to maritime models.
About Premier Ship Models: Established over 16 years ago, the company offers readymade ship model ships, RC boats, model boat kits, model
restoration services and display cases. With thousands of satisfied clients spanning more than 80 countries, the company takes pride in offering not
just high quality products, but also workshops at several locations across the globe to meet the varying needs and budgets of its customers. They
have a passion for everything maritime, and are experienced in both research and creation of historically accurate models. The latest feather in
Premier Ship Model’s cap is the use of 3D printing technology for its constantly growing and innovating business.
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